
Drop off Booths
WHAT IS A DROP OFF PHOTO BOOTH?

A drop-off photo booth or known as dry hire (no attendant) is selling and delivering a
unique, all-digital photo booth experience. 

You will deliver your rental. Then set it up, test the equipment, wipe and thoroughly
sanitize the digital photo experience. Once it passes all safety protocol (ensure it is
somewhere safe against a wall, leads are secured using duct tape and no one can trip or
fall over them), then it is ready for your client to take fun pictures.

You can use digital software’s such as Snappic and Curator Live, to set up your event and
run it from the comfort of your own home!

It can be used at private parties, weddings, special events and even for long term rental for
corporate clients. 

When dropping off the booth ensure you are smartly dressed and even wearing some
branded clothing. Introduce yourself to the event coordinator at the venue and build a
relationship!

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF RUNNING DROP OFF PHOTO BOOTHS? 

1.A less expensive offering to your full service
Not everyone can afford a full photo booth experience for their event. Digital drop off gives
you an option to service everyone within the market.
2.Turn a night time job, into a daytime job
Drop the booth off and set it up during the day, and collect it after another event or the
day after!
3.No need to hire staff
Hiring is the biggest issue on our industry, you don’t need staff to run drop off booths
4.Save costs media
Digital only means, no need for printing, media or the overhead of staff!

 
 



WHAT SHOULD YOU INCLUDE IN YOUR DROP OFF PHOTO BOOTH 

In order for the job to be profitable, you need to charge a min of $500 for a drop off
booth. You have to cover the cost of acquiring the client and customer service, the
booth and maintenance, software and travel. Remember to include a large deposit to
ensure the client looks after the booth. 

SAMPLE DIGITAL BOOTH
PACKAGE INCLUDES

Set-Up & Breakdown

Self-Serve, Unlimited Photo Sessions

Customized Overlay Design

Still, Gif & Boomerang

Backdrop (optional)

Digital Sharing

Live Photo Gallery

Digital Props

In 3 years of running drop off booths we have never lost an iPad or encountered any
damage! 

"I hate doing drop off booths...sooooo boring...driving...5 minutes of work and then back
home", said no owner ever!  

Good luck,
Ursula, Sammy & George. 


